Grasshogs Lawnmower Racing

So you’re interested in hosting the Grasshogs!!!
Expect the event to be 3 hours of entertainment. Starting with hot laps, followed by qualifier
races at 8 laps, finished by our feature race at 16 laps.
There are 5 different classes of mowers;
1. Juniors are under 12, always important to include the kids.;
2. Stock, the simplest and slowest class, however fun to watch as they are mostly original, therefor
not so finely controlled;
3. Modified is the first highly modified class. Lawnmowers sit nice and low, allowing for some
speed, but are very limited on engine size;
4. Super Mods are reasonably quick; stock twin cylinder engines propel these. Expect drifting
around corners and faster passing;
5. Open class is our fastest, loudest and most thrilling to watch. Engine size is the only limiting
factor, lots of engine modifications are required to be competitive.
Action starts off gentle and builds to very fast with lawnmowers achieving up to 80kms/hr. Pits are open
to people to look and ask questions. Announcer, flag men and pit staging all supplied by Grass Hogs.
Track Layout

Track dimensions can be slightly adjusted to fit venue. Track surface can be grass, clay, packed dirt or
fine gravel. Also need Pit Area adjacent to track large enough for 40 trucks and trailers.

Safety and other Requirements
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Straw bails required between track and any fence, spectator or hard surface;
Water Tanker required as needed to water track surface. Must be able to control dust to ensure
driver safety. May need water in the middle of a race, so having one on stand-by is a must;
Small tractor or skid steer with bucket and access to dirt or filling and packing holes that might
develop during race;
Coordinated Safety Plan;
Stage for Announcer with sound system and dedicated safe area for flag men;
Staging area large enough for 40 trucks and trailers adjacent to track;
Onsite meeting space prior to race to confirm layout.

Cost to host this event
The base fee ranges between $600 - $1,500. The factors that affect the cost are as follows: will
participants be required to pay for entry to the event; will you supply trophies and/or prizes; how much
track setup and tear down will the club be required to-do; and what is the distance to and the size of
your event?
Note: Club has insurance and can provide certificate if requested.

Required info
Event Contact: ____________________________________________________________________

Event Date:_____________________________Feature event time:__________________________

Drivers entrance address:____________________________________________________________

Safety Coordinator Contact: __________________________________________________________

Ambulance Entrance address:_________________________________________________________

First-Aid location:___________________________________________________________________
Grass Hoggs Contact: Jake O’Connor, 905-375-7044, whatsnorth@gmail.com

